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Abstract: The Automated Shopping trolley is an innovative consumer purchasing product that is designed to help
shopper’s fast-track their shopping experience. This dramatically reduces shopping and checkout time. The RFID
reader is placed on the trolley and the RFID tag will be placed on the products. The RFID tag has the individual unique
ID for every products. So consumer can select the particular products without any error, if the RFID reader senses the
particular product, it sends the signals to the PIC micro controller, which is used to read and count the product
information and displays the total bill amount. It uses the ultrasonic sensor and IR sensors to follow the consumer like
human follower, The IR obstacle sensor is used to senses the obstacle in supermarket while moving. If the load exceeds
the threshold weight, the overload message is displayed and the buzzer sound is hear. The various sections of shopping
mall is displayed in the LCD interfaced with the micro controller. It reduces the precious time of the consumer
unnecessarily standing in the queue for billing &payment.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Shopping mall is a place where most people from all walks of life will get their daily necessities ranging from food
product, apparels, toiletries; gardening tools electrical appliances, and others. The numbers of small and large shopping
malls keep on increasing over the years throughout the globe due to the demand of the public. Thus, the level of
advancement of shopping mall system and infrastructure also varies. Compared to some foreign countries’ shopping
mall system, there are still a plenty of spaces for improvement in terms of providing quality shopping experience to the
consumers. Consumers often face many problems and inconvenience when shopping. These problems include worrying
that the amount of money brought is not enough for paying all the items needed, insufficient information of the items that
are for sale and also wasting time at the cashier by standing in queue for billing. Difficulty in pushing the trolley due to
its weight. These are the problems that are currently faced by most consumers. The smart shoppe trolley is the
automated human follower and Automatized shopping method using Radio Frequency Identification system. It displays
the bill amount, and weight of the products, and indicates the various sections of the shopping mall like section 1kitchen products, section 2- children section, section 3-stationary products etc.
II.

EXISTING SYSTEM

Electronic Shopping is equipped with Barcode Scanner for product identification and a consistent Wi-Fi connection
with the shop’s server. Besides, it also has an LCD display that informs customers about product prices, and the total bill.
The barcode reader identifies the product and updates the bill. When the customer is done with shopping, he can just
press the End shopping button and the details are sent to the shop’s server and the customer has to pay just the amount
and leave. This has the following disadvantages, Can't be read for a distance of more than 4 inches, Unreliable, high
cost, Barcode lacks read and write facility.
III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system for the design of Smart Shoppe Trolley with the block diagram shown in the Fig 1.The hardware
component includes Power supply(5V), IR obstacle sensor, ultrasonic sensor, RFID tag, RFID reader, Driver, Relay,
Motor, LCD display, Buzzer, Load cell, switches. The software used here is MPLab IDE. An alternative to barcode
system is the Radio Frequency Identification(RFID) which is highly preferable method. A radio-frequency identification
system uses tags, or labels attached to the objects to be identified. The Two-way radio transmitter receiver called
interrogators or readers send a signal to the tag and read its response. A Radio Frequency Identification Tag (RFID tag)
is an electronic tag that exchanges data with a RFID reader through radio waves. Most RFID tags are made up of at least
two main parts. The first is an an antenna, which receives radio frequency (RF) waves. The second is an integrated
circuit (IC), which is used for processing and storing data, as well as modulating and demodulating the radio waves
received/sent by the antenna. RFID is a technology similar in theory to bar codes. However, the RFID tag does not have
to be scanned directly, nor does it require line-of- sight to a reader. In order to overcome the major issue of searching
products in shop, in our project the RFID is placed on the trolley, and the RFID tag will be placed on the products. So
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that we can search and select the products by using this RFID system. The RFID tag has the individual unique ID for
every products. So we can select the particular products without any error. If the RFID reader senses the particular
product, it will sends the signals to the PIC micro controller, which is used to read & count the product information and
send these information to microcontroller and displayed in the LCD. ULTRASONIC sensor uses SONAR to determine
distance of an object and thus by sensing the movement of the consumer the trolley follows the consumer. IR obstacle
sensor is used to detect the obstacle while moving and thus by sensing

Fig. 1 Block Diagram of the Smart shoppe trolley
IV.

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

Fig 2. Trolley Back View
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Fig 3. Trolley Front View

Fig 4. Trolley Top View

Fig 5. Display indication of various sections of shopping mall

.
Fig 6. Display indication of product details
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Hence the Smart Shoppe trolley is seen in back view, front view, top view as shown in the figure 2, figure3 &figure 4
respectively. The Smart Shoppe trolley is designed by DC motor placed at the wheels of the trolley by using the relay
and the driver circuit. It can easily move with the consumer with the help of IR sensors. The ultrasonic sensor is used to
measure the distance between the human and the trolley. The IR obstacle sensors are used to detect the object while
moving, and to make the trolley turn right and left along with the human movement. The various sections in the
shopping mall is displayed in the LCD from the Fig5, it easily helps the consumer to identify the products. The trolley
wheels were the interfacing of DC motors and the sensors to the microcontroller PIC16F877A for necessary
movements.
V.

CONCLUSION

The proposed method overcomes the shortcomings of existing method. Rewriting is also possible in RFID which lacks
in the existing methodology. This makes our shopping experience faster and good and also useful for disabled peoples,
senior citizens, and consumers to shop easily. This method overcomes the difficulty of pushing the trolley, reduces
manpower required in billing section. This can reduce the expenses incurred by the management. Users can be aware of
the total bill amount during the time of purchase. Increases consumer satisfaction. Guides/directs the customer to the
product and reduces the theft in the shopping supermarket time spent at billing counter.
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